A novel bronchoscope tracking prototype was designed and validated for bronchoscopic navigation. We construct a novel mouth-or nose-piece bronchoscope model to directly measure the movement information of a bronchoscope outside of a patient's body. Fusing the measured movement information based on sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) sampler, we exploit accurate and robust intra-operative alignment between the pre-and intra-operative image data for augmenting surgical bronchoscopy. We validate our new prototype on phantom datasets. The experimental results demonstrate that our proposed prototype is a promising approach to navigate a bronchoscope beyond EMT systems.
Introduction
To develop bronchoscopic navigation, accurate and stable alignment between a pre-built 3D anatomical airway model and real-time 2D bronchoscopic video frames remains challenging. Although EMT-based methods provide global synchronization between patients and their CT coordinate systems [1, 2] , such techniques are still constrained due to their disadvantages such as sensitivity to localization problems caused by patient movement and inaccurate measurements resulted from magnetic field distortion. Image-based schemes usually register the world and CT coordinate systems by calculating the similarities between real bronchoscopic video frames and virtual bronchoscopic images generated from CT-derived virtual bronchoscopy [3, 4] . Since image-based techniques depend on local texture information such as bifurcations or folds, they usually provide accurate local registration between patients and their CT coordinate systems. However, such approaches fail easily to track the global trajectory of a bronchoscope due to uncertainties (e.g., bubbles) that commonly occur in bronchoscopy.
This work explores a novel bronchoscope prototype that deals with the difficulties of EMT-and image-based methods during bronchoscopic navigation. Our main contributions are summarized as follows. First, a novel bronchoscope tracking prototype was constructed and evaluated on a bronchial phantom. We originally proposed a novel external tracking method on the basis of an optical mouse (OM) sensor and demonstrated its effective and promising performance for bronchoscope motion estimation. Compared to our previous work [5] , this study shows the complete idea of our tracking prototype and more attractive tracking performance by combining SMC methods. Next, currently, although only 2D motion information of a bronchoscope can be measured by an OM sensor in our proposed prototype, such an OM sensor-based bronchoscope mockup still has several advantages in contrast to other external tracking methods, such as EMT-based. These advantages include: (1) constructing such a bronchoscope tracking model is very cheap and simple; (2) since we design the OM sensor and the rotary encoder to be located outside a patient's airway tree, such a mockup does not occupy the space of a bronchoscope tip or its working channel but the EMT system currently requires an EMT sensor to be attached at either the surface or inside the working channel of the bronchoscope tip; this constrains the movement of the bronchoscope in big bronchial branches; and (3) the OM sensor and encoder measurements are unaffected by ferromagnetic metals or conductive material within the bronchoscope; they usually distort the magnetic fields of EMT systems and cause inaccurate measurements of EMT sensors. Third, sometimes image-based approaches unavoidably misalign patients and their CT coordinates because of inherent global uncertainties, e.g., image artifacts. After a failure to register real and virtual images for several frames, an image-based algorithm usually cannot automatically recover the tracking procedure by itself due to shortages of the global insertion depth and rotation information around the running direction of the bronchoscope. We solve such a problem using an OM sensor to directly measure such global motion information of the bronchoscope and reduce opportunities to get trapped in local minima during bronchoscope tracking. Fourth, to incorporate OM sensor output for bronchoscope tracking, we introduce SMC sampler [6] , which proved to be an effective means to combine different tracking sources since it can somewhat tackle situations where ambiguities occur in bronchoscopic videos [7] . Finally, we also believe our novel bronchoscope model can be conveniently and easily integrated into intra-bronchoscopy inside operating rooms without any overloads since we can attach a rotary encoder on the angle lever surface and design to fix an OM sensor on a mouth-or nose-piece that is also indispensable for a conventional bronchoscope.
Novel Bronchoscope Tracking Prototype

Prototype Overview
The movements of a bronchoscope are usually comprised of three parts: (1) moving it inside or outside airway trees along the running direction, (2) rotating it around the running direction, and (3) bending its bendable section by its angle lever fixed on its control head. Three parameters corresponding to three motion components are introduced to characterize the bronchoscope movements: the insertion depth inside the airway trees, rotational angle around the running direction, and the bending angle of the bendable section.
Based on these movement properties of a bronchoscope, we designed our prototype with three key functions that are clarified as follows: (1) it directly measures Our designed bronchoscope prototype with a sensor fixed on a mouth-or nosepiece to measure insertion depth and rotation information along the running direction of a bronchoscope and a rotary encoder attached at angel lever surface to determine the bending angle of the bendable section during interventions the insertion depth of the bronchoscope shaft, (2) it immediately records the rotational angle around the viewing (running) direction of the bronchoscope camera, (3) it automatically obtains the rotational information of the angle lever to determine the bending angle of the bendable section. Note that this movement information is acquired outside of a patient's body, and no additional sensors are attached at the bronchoscope shaft surface or its working channel. Fig. 1 outlines the prototype with different components relative to different functions.
Bronchoscope Motion Analysis
A. Pre-processing
Since unavoidable time-delay occurs between 2D OM sensor measurements (sample rate: 2000∼6400 fps) and bronchoscopic images (frame rate: 30 fps) during data collection, we must synchronize the OM sensor outputs and video frames based on their timestamps. If the timestamps represent the exact time of two kinds of outputs, we can calibrate them through a linear interpolation.
B. Fusion of OM Sensor Measurements
After temporal calibration between the OM sensor outputs and the bronchoscopic frames, we obtain relative insertion depth Δ and rotational angle Ψ of the running direction of the bronchoscope between successive bronchoscopic images. To predict six DOF parameters of bronchoscope motions, we incorporate measurements Δ and Ψ into the SMC simulation because it proved to be an effective means to fuse different external tracking sources.
Sequential Monte Carlo samples were deterministically drifted and stochastically diffused to predict the posterior probability density of interest. We here utilize an SMC simulation approach that originated from the work in [6] .
We produce set of random samples 2, 3 , ..., M } (N and M are the number of frames and samples, respectively, M is set to 500 since it met with a compromise between accuracy and computational complexity in our case; w C from the bronchoscope camera coordinate system to the CT coordinate system at time i. Then our proposed bronchoscope tracking method using SMC simulation is performed in the following two steps:
State Transmission. The new state of each sample can be determined by deterministic drift and stochastic diffusion by transform function F :
where A denotes a deterministic inter-frame motion and depends on the OM sensor measurements (or observations) of relative insertion depth Δ and rotational angle Ψ of the running direction, B describes an uncertainty or a stochastic part of the relative motion in Eq. 1, and n k i is an independent stochastic variable. During this state dynamic step, SMC simulation requires a probabilistic density function to present state transmission probability p(x k i |x k i−1 ) between consecutive time steps. Since we have no prior knowledge of the bronchoscope camera movement, in other words, since we do not know prior probabilistic distribution p(x i ) for state vector x i , we employ a random walk on the basis of normal distribution with respective to noise n
Note that A and Bn k i need to be determined in Eq. 1. For A, according to relative insertion depth Δ and rotational angle Ψ , we compute the relative motion with the translation vector Δt 
By transforming the rotation part from Euler angles to matrix, the deterministic drift part A can be determined by
Additionally, the stochastic diffusion component Bn k i can be computed by Eq. 4 in terms of Δt
θ , where t and θ are translational and rotational constants during stochastic diffusion.
Observation Density. After state evolution, we must compute sample weight w k i and observation density p(y i |x i ) (y i is an observation variable). In this work, w k i is defined as the modified mean squared error (M oM SE) similarities between real bronchoscopic frame I (i) R and virtual image I V produced from estimate x k i using volume rendering techniques; it can be presented by [4] :
Based on factored sampling scheme [6] , observation density p(y i |x i ) can be calculated by
Finally, the pose parameters of the current bronchoscope and its combined camera pose can be determined in terms of sample weight w k i :
The final estimate corresponds to motion statex i with weightw i to maximize the similarity between the current real and virtual frames.
Experimental Results
Since we currently have no patient data for our new bronchoscope tracking device, we validate the proposed tracking prototype on a phantom. We investigate three tracking schemes: (1) Deguchi et al. [4] , only image registration using similarity measure M oM SE, (2) Schwarz et al. [1] , using an EMT system, and (3) our new method presented in Section 2. To evaluate the tracking accuracy of the three methods, we generate two sets of ground truth data (GTD) using manual registration to align the RB and virtual bronchoscopic (VB) viewing points by hand. We then calculated the position and orientation errors by
, where δ and φ are Euclidean distance and rotation error around the invariant Euler axis in accordance with estimated pose (R | t) and reference (ground truth) pose (R G | t G ) [9] , where t and t G denote translation, R and R G are rotation matrices. Table 1 summarizes the position and orientation errors by contrasting GTDs with the tracking results from the three approaches. The average position errors of the three methods were 25.5 mm, 5.09 mm and 1.10 mm. Simultaneously, the average orientation error was 3.88
• by the proposed method, compared to 37.0
• and 11.1
• from the other two approaches. Fig. 2 illustrate the tracking accuracy of the predicted results of Experiments B in contrast to the ground truth. Our new tracking prototype is more accurate and stable than the other two. Moreover, according to visual inspection, successfully processed RB frames were quantified in Table 2 . Our method successfully processed a total of 7142 (86.0%). Fig. 3 displays the RB and VB images at the selected frames by all three methods. Both prove the better accuracy and robustness of our model.
Discussion
The contributions of this work were already clarified in Section 1. Our method provides the insertion depth as global information to calculate the image similarity and hence improve its robustness at the branching cases that will be further addressed in the future. Compared to EMT-based approaches, our method will never be involved in any inherent calibration or registration such as camerasensor calibration and CT-to-physical space registration that inevitably introduce many errors before tracking with the bronchoscope. Even a bronchoscope itself contains conductive metals that distort the magnetic field and deteriorate EMT accuracy; our prototype remains free of such a problem. In contrast to image-based algorithms, our proposed method directly provides global information on the insertion depth and rotational angle of the viewing direction to predict bronchoscope motions combined with SMC simulation without any optimization procedures that get easily trapped in local minima due to the shortages of global information and such image artifacts as bubbles or patient movements. Schwarz et al. [1] Our new method Fig. 3 . Visual comparison of tracking results of Experiment F using different methods during phantom validation. Top row shows selected frame numbers, and second row shows their corresponding phantom RB images. Other rows display virtual bronchoscopic images generated from tracking results using the methods of Deguchi et al. [4] , Schwarz et al. [1] , and our new method. Our proposed method shows the best performance.
However, in our experiments, the proposed method still misaligns some RB and VB frames when continuously tracking bronchoscope motions during navigated bronchoscopy. One main reason behind these misalignments might be the shortage of the bending angle information of the bronchoscope bendable part. We did not realize the function of automatically measuring the bending angle. We currently only provide information on the insertion depth and the rotation of the running direction for motion prediction. Otherwise, the nonlinear illumination changes result in dark video images; hence, they cause difficulties of sample weight calculation, and incorrect sample weights unavoidably happen.
Moreover, the following issues must be clarified. First, although our method provides significant tracking accuracy, we clarified that the position and orientation errors shown in Table 1 are stated relative to GTD. However, GTD itself involves errors originating from our manual registration or synchronization.
Next, since bronchoscopic images were collected inside a static phantom without respiration motion or other deformations, another particular challenge of airway deformation was not explicitly validated in this work. We need to further evaluate our tracking prototype on patient data. Additionally, the computational efficiency of the proposed method is about 1.1 seconds per frame without speed optimizations and multi-threading. Last, although we concentrated on developing bronchoscope motion tracking for navigated bronchoscopy, our prototype should also be appropriate to navigate other endoscopes, e.g., colonoscope.
Conclusions and Future Work
This paper proposed a novel bronchoscope tracking prototype and its validation on phantom datasets. We realized two functions of our model and applied them to estimate bronchoscope movements. The experimental results demonstrated the accuracy and robustness of our method by pose errors of only 1.10 mm and 3.88
• , successfully registered a total of 7142 (86.0%) images, and increased the tracking performance by at least 23.4%, compared to image-and EMT-based methods. Besides evaluation of our method on patient data and reducing computational times, future work also includes the extension of another function of our bronchoscope prototype and further improvement of its performance.
